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Front Cover Feature



Neoregelia Spines by Kerry Tate (see page 12 for more details)

Next Edition (November - December) Deadline: 1st November
Editor: gcsbs.bromlink@gmail.com
The Gold Coast Succulent and Bromeliad Society Inc. gives permission to all bromeliad societies to reprint
articles in their journals provided proper acknowledgment is given to the original author and the Bromlink,
and no contrary direction is published in the Bromlink. This permission does not apply to any other person
or organisation without prior permission of the author.
Opinions expressed in the publication are those of the individual contributors and may not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the Gold Coast Succulent and Bromeliad Society Inc. or of the Editor.
Authors are responsible for the accuracy of the information in their articles.

Send your photographs for consideration of publication or even as the front cover feature!
Articles for consideration of publication are also VERY welcome….email the Editor.

GCSBS inc. Bromlink and Website Advertising Rates per issue
¼ A5 page $10

½ A5 page $15

¾ A5 page $25

Full A5 page $40 except for a full A5 back page which would be $50.
All rates automatically entitle the advertiser to a free GCSBS website mention for the
duration of your Bromlink listing. Ads for succulents or bromeliads or products directly
related to their growing requirements will only be considered for publication.
Contact: GCSBS.Bromlink@gmail.com or GCSBS.President@gmail.com
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Current Volunteers
www.gcsbs.org.au
Gold Coast Succulent & Bromeliad Society Inc. (GCSBS)
PO BOX 94, Southport Business Centre, QLD 4215
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
President

Shane Weston

gcsbs.president@gmail.com
Phone: 0408 247 208

Vice President

John Hodgkinson

gcsbs.vicepresident@gmail.com

Secretary

Glenda Hodgson

gcsbs.secretary@gmail.com

Treasurer

Vacant

gcsbs.treasurer@gmail.com

Memberships

Gwen Wayland

gcsbs.memberships@gmail.com

Other Committee Members

Carmon Burke, John Crawford, Julie Hewetson, Monica Mead, Rosemary
Paton & Ann Schenk

SUPPORT TEAM
Bromlink Editor

Jeanette Henwood

Meeting Meet & Greet

Dave Boudier & Keryn Simpson

Speakers & Events

Narelle Aizlewood

Librarians

Jennifer Laurie & Jan Tobiano

On-Site Sales Co-ordinators
On-Site Sales Team

gcsbs.bromlink@gmail.com

Jen Burrows, Wendy Perske &
Jen Burrows
Carole Solomon
gcsbs.sales@gmail.com
Marjorie Bullen, Janette Fowler, Pam Gaddees, Brian Wallis
Barcodes: Julie Hewetson ( gcsbs.barcodes@gmail.com )

Sales Stewards

Barb Adams, Carmon Burke & Norma Fleet

Sales Support

Graeme Synold, John Gaddes & Rob Kelly

Kitchen Provedore

Monica Mead

Raffles

Rosie Kelly & Ruth Dickson

Off-Site Sales Co-ordinator

Glenda Hodgson

Off-Site Sales’ Convenors

Berice Bragg, John Crawford, John & Pam Gaddes & Carole Solomon

Supplies Table

Graeme & Judy Symonds of The Orchid Den (PH: 0411 020 563)

Put Your Best Plants Forward

Narelle Aizlewood, True Grant & Kathleen Henderson

Internet Administrator

Shane Weston

gcsbs.website@gmail.com

LIFE MEMBERS
Narelle Aizlewood, Graham Besgrove, John Catlan, Genny Catlan, Wendy Hansen, Mary Nicholson & Neville Ryan
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Macro Shots…..
<

Thanks to Kathleen for
this great macro shot of an
Echinopsis sp. Inflorescence.

>

Lodged by Michael

Sydenham a visitor to one of
our Shopping Centre Sales
events. See his work at
http://photography.michaelsydenham.com
Send your pictures, macro or not to the Bromlink Editor for consideration of publication.

Other Shots…..

Orthophytum burle marxii by Julie Hewetson

Werauhia Edna Shiigi by Julie Hewetson

Shane’s pic of some very photogenic Trevor girls!

GCSBS member, Paul Borland’s Dioscorea
elephantipes (picture by John Hodgkinson) This
plant took out champion in class (foliage) at the
recent GCSBS & GCDOS combined event at the
Albert Wsterways Hall. Congratulations Paul!
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Plant Profile: Crassula

Reprinted from http://www.abc.net.au/gardening

Crassula perfoliata var. minor

Crassula ovata Hummel's Sunset

Traits: Sun, Shade, Coastal, Groundcover, Rockery, Container
Crassula contains some 300 species of succulent annual, biennial, and perennial herbs and
small shrubs. A great number of them are spreading perennials or bushy woody-stemmed
shrubs. The type genus for the stonecrop (Crassulaceae) family, the species occur naturally
in Asia, Europe, Madagascar, and Australia, but most are native to southern Africa. These
plants are usually grown as ornamentals, and their easy maintenance makes many species
suitable for rock gardens, while others make attractive groundcover plants. The genus
name comes from the Latin crassus, meaning thick - which is a reference to the thickened
leaves.
Flowering Season: Spring
Appearance
Crassula species have fleshy leaves that are usually
short and stemless, and are often closely spaced,
opposite, and often twisted like the blades of a
propeller. Many species have a grey powdery bloom on
their foliage. The small, sometimes vividly coloured,
star-shaped or tubular flowers are usually borne in
dense panicles, but are occasionally carried singly, and
open generally in spring or after rain.

Crassula perforata

Cultivation
Often cultivated as house plants, Crassula species are equally at home outdoors in mild,
near frost-free areas. Plant in a position in full or half-sun in light, gritty, well-drained soil,
or in pots with cactus compost. Water when actively growing and flowering, but otherwise
keep dry. Routine deadheading will keep these plants compact and will also encourage new
growth. Propagation is usually from leaf cuttings or small stem cuttings; seeds germinate
freely, but seedlings are slow to develop.
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……That’s all folks…
Well the time has come for me to forward on my President’s badge. Of course
this is something I do with some sadness, yet I will also feel satisfied. I am
satisfied that I’ve done my best and that I’ve achieved some successful
outcomes in the last 3 years. (I said some, not all and not most, but some
successes ) Our ruling of a maximum of 3 consecutive years in the same
role is a good thing – I believe change is good. So, it is time now for someone else to have a go. And I
think we have found someone. Someone who is keen, capable, calm and responsible all with a sense
of humour! I am so very happy that the GCSBS will roll on - and under what I am sure will be good
guidance. If members accept my nomination, I will be honoured to be Treasurer for the next year. I
also remain as Convenor for the 2019 ABC (Australasian Bromeliad Conference) to be held here on
the Goldy. (Speaking of the ABC, I have received only limited suggestions on a name for this
conference. Be careful or you’ll be stuck with my project name of ‘Golden Broms.’)
Anyways onto the year that was. Here’s some interesting data for the last 12 months: The average
meeting attendance increased (year on year) from 95 to 100, with the average number of visitors at
each meeting at 29 up from 25 last year. Unfortunately annual membership numbers dropped from 151
to 145. Plant sales at all events totalled $83,532 with 5939 plants sold at 11 meetings. (The average
plant sale price at meetings was $10.) The highest annual sales by a member was $9975, with the
average sales of each member seller being $1519. The introduction of EFTPOS had a big impact on
our sales data - with 45% of sales being paid by EFTPOS since its introduction in March. These
positive numbers combined with the efforts of volunteers & sellers resulted in the GCSBS ending its
trading year on 31st August 2015 with what I believe is a healthy bank balance of $28402.41.
If only I could measure member satisfaction with such data. I am sure I would have heard the feedback
if more than a few members were unhappy with my ways. However I am pleased to say I’ve seen more
smiling members this year than not and rarely heard rumblings of discontent. Thank you to the many
volunteers who for one day each month made my time at our events a great time every time.
Thankyou also to everyone who attended any of our events during the year - you all helped create
what I think has been another fun-filled & successful year. I thank you for your support & respect, not
only to me but also to each other. I particularly thank Glenda for her continuous & untiring efforts in
getting things done. I could not have done this without you. So what happens when she moves to the
tropics? Someone really needs to step up and be the Assistant Secretary now. Right now please!
I can prove the best form of advertisement & promotion of our Society is its members. Survey feedback
from visitors indicates that member referral is in the top 3 areas where people hear about the GCSBS
and why they came to our events. Members brought or told them. Word of mouth is the best form of
advertisement and it’s free! Please keep up that good work, keep bringing your friends & neighbours
and encourage them to join. Members create more members and we will always need new members.
Succulents & Bromeliads can take a lot of loving and this is all really about the plants hey!
So THANKYOU everyone for a fantastic personal experience. It really has been an honour to have
been the Gold Coast Succulent & Bromeliad Society Inc’s President for these last 3 years.
 Shane Weston
…I’ll miss having that microphone and stage once a month…where can I perform now!
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QUESNELIA

(kwes-nail-ea)
By True Grant (GCSBS Member)

This Genus which belongs to the subfamily Bromelioideae was named after Martin Quesnel,
a French Consul at Cayenne, French Guiana, who was responsible for introducing the plants
into cultivation in France around 1840. The first was probably Q. arvensis which is the
earliest listed of the species.
There are currently 18 species listed & 6 hybrids.
HABITAT
Quesnelias are native to the central coastal regions of Brazil & can be epiphytic, terrestrial
or saxicolous.
They can be found in the mountains bordering the coastal plains up to 1500 metres.
Closer to the coast in swampy lowlands, with some tree cover, are the larger species with
rosette shape & tanks to hold water.
Growing in the tropical sun in view of the ocean are species somewhere between the two.
Growing in fine, white sand over thin layers of leaf mould, these can be found scattered
over the dune areas, appearing to be almost indestructible.
FORM
The genus is composed of two major groups.
The first group is tubular, few leaved, & they resemble billbergias (examples are: Q. humilis,
Q. lateralis, Q. marmorata & Q. liboniana).
The second group is composed of large rosette shaped plants with very stiff leaves often
grey barred on the underside (examples are: Q. arvensis, Q. quesneliana & Q. testudo).
The spined leaves occur in a variety of rosette forms as above except Q. marmorata which
has distichous leaves.
The number of leaves varies from 4 to 40+ & they are green for most species.
The inflorescence is rather fleeting, lasting about two weeks. The forms & colours can be
stunning in their beauty & more than make their existence worthwhile.
LIGHT
Bright light to full sun, but will tolerate areas of low light.
WATER
Moderate
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TEMPERATURE
Many need warmth & protection from frosts. The higher altitude species are the easiest to
grow in areas of definite winters eg Q. liboniana.
POTTING MIX
Free draining
Quesnelia liboniana: This species develops
ample stolons & has a narrow, tubular rosette. It
can be mounted or grown in a pot/ basket. If
placed at the base of a tree it will slowly climb
up its new host. In habitat this species grows low
in trees or on rock outcrops. Its flowers are navy
& orange, an exotic combination.

Quesnelia marmorata: Is hardy & very adaptable to
mounting. It has a tube like form & the leaves are heavily
marbled maroon on grey-green. The slightly pendant
inflorescence has rose pink bracts & china blue petals.
Quesnelia lateralis: Is
named because of the
habit of flowering from
the base. It likes bright,
filtered light, its leaves
are green & the
inflorescence has flame
red bracts & ming blue
petals.

Quesnelia humilis: Has a tubular form with green
foliage. It is easy to grow in medium to bright filtered
light. With offsets on stolons, it adapts well to hanging
pot or basket, mounting, or grown over rocks in a
rockery. The bracts are brilliant red & the petals are
bright cerise.
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Quesnelia quesneliana: This is the largest member of this genus. It
grows well in bright, filtered light for more compact growth, but
adapts well to medium light. In habitat it grows in full tropical sun
close to the ocean. There are decorative white bands on the leaf
underside. The large inflorescence, with no obvious stem, is
cylinder shaped & is deep rose to red in colour. The layered bracts
appear like crimped crepe paper. The petals are mauve with white
edge, blue or pink.

Quesnelia arvensis: Likes the same situation as Q.
quesneliana. In habitat, it grows in moist, swampy
areas. Appearance is similar to Q. quesneliana.

Quesnelia testudo: Grows in coastal scrub at sea level & offsets
on obvious stolons. It has a less open rosette & slimmer
cylindrical inflorescence on an obvious stem.
Quesnelia edmundoi v.
rubrobracteata: This moderately
large species, which looks like an
Aechmea, was only discovered in 1961. When grown in good
light – the leaves are an attractive maroon.

Quesnelia indecora: Has a flat topped inflorescence with
red floral bracts, pink sepals & purple petals. It clumps
well.
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Quesnelia ‘Tim Plowman’: Named by Harry Luther in 1983, it’s a
cv. of marmorata with recurled leaves.

Quesnelia ‘Farro’: A variegated
testudo named by person unknown.

Quesnelia ‘Rafael Oliveira’: Named by Chester Skotak, this
variegated form of marmorata was found by Rafael Oliveira de
Faria in Brazil in 1995.
Q. arvensis, Q.
quesneliana & Q.
testudo are similar
species & relatively
difficult to tell apart. All
have a cone like
inflorescence with
bright pink floral bracts.
Here are some differences:
Q arvensis has heavily textured dark green leaves with more pronounced spines than Q.
testudo. The floral bracts have flat & uniform margins & cobwebby covering.
Q quesneliana has a flower head longer & thinner than the other two. Its floral bracts are
elongated & wrinkled along the edges & the base has a white woolly covering.
Q testudo has spines on the lower scape bracts.
Quesnelia edmundoi: There are three varieties each of which can be identified by the floral
appendages:
 var. edmundoi - floral bracts yellow/green, petals cream or yellow
 var. rubrobracteata- floral bracts red, petal lilac
 var. Intermedia-floral bracts red, petals yellowish
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Messages….
Hello Shane
Received my Bromlink
today and was amused at
your comment “Crikey,
it's cold!" and felt I had to
respond.
I have noticed on the
Internet that our
maximums have not
reached your minimums
on quite a few days over
the last month. No snow, but many, many heavy frosts that don't clear until at least 9:00
am and we have certainly had some quite strong winds blowing down from the snow at
Orange.
Importantly, the bromeliads are coping remarkably well - a little frost-burn here and there
but no losses (touch wood - it's freezing here tonight again). Several Aechmea and some
Quesnelia are flowering quite happily and the Billbergia are saying "What winter?" I have a
couple of large Alcantarea imperialis that are growing with no problem outside in the frost
(under a tree but it does not provide much protection, especially from the biting winds). In
the greenhouse, those that are not actually managing a flower are sending up lots of pups,
especially the Quesnelia and Neoregelia - Greg Aizlewood keeps insisting that they will
acclimatise and he certainly seems to be right.
I did buy some heaters for the greenhouse a couple of years ago but have never got around
to actually installing them - since the bromeliads are coping so well without them in one of
our coldest, most miserable winters for years, I think the heaters might go in the house for
me - my Queensland blood will never thicken up for the southern winter I'm afraid (I am
sitting here in front of a heater shivering as I type this - hence the probability of numerous
'typos')
Anyway - just thought you'd like to know that bromeliads are tougher than many people
give them credit for!
Bevan
…Many thanks Bevan, I won’t complain of cold when I think of where you live near Dubbo
NSW. You do so well with your broms - evident passion and dedication, well done! Thanks
also for your note & contribution, Shane 
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Rest in Peace, John
‘Mr Arden was one of the
world's very best bromeliad
hybridisers and has left us
with many of his
magnificent creations to
remember him by.
He was a kind and
remarkable man. His work
inspired me from an early
age. I was lucky to have met
him in person after knowing
him for many years. Rest in
peace John, and thank you
for all you have given to the
plant world.’
These sentiments above are expressed so well by George Stamatis. John Arden’s passing is
the bromeliad world’s loss. Search the BCR to see the beautiful plants he has created.

Cover photo: Neoregelia 'Spines'
by Kerry Tate

Neoregelia 'Spines' is a species cultivar of
Neoregelia carcharodon, from Brazil. This
toothy beauty can differ greatly in
appearance - size, shape and colour depending upon its growing conditions.
The specimen seen in both photos has
been grown under 70% beige shade cloth
(in northern N.S.W.), and starved of
fertiliser since its initial potting.
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 Alcantarea - Grass Pup Removal & Raising by John Byth.
These are my rough-rules to grass-pup removal and raising which I hope may help you raise
strong, fast-growing pups.
It ain’t rocket-science! But it’s best to remember (and some folk just don’t get it) that in
nature grass pups aren’t removed from mother plants (except maybe to be eaten) so as a
pup’s new ‘mother’, if you want them to thrive and grow quickly, you had better ‘baby’
them for a time.
My rough rules are these:
Alcantarea grass pups in locations like Brisbane are best removed between September and
March when there are warm months ahead; time enough for well-cared-for pups to
establish roots before the cold weather.
Make certain, when possible, the mother plant is well watered the day before you remove
pups. I figure that a dehydrated mother plant has dehydrated pups and that’s not a good
starting place for a pup which may be rootless when their stolon (read umbilical cord) is
cut.
The size/height of a grass pup at removal is not as important as the number of leaves it has.
Best not to remove pups with fewer than six or seven leaves as these are their solar panels
which power all the processes which result in growth of roots and more leaves. There may
be times you will decide while removing bigger pups to remove smaller pups which may not
have six or seven leaves – that’s OK, I do it – but remember, smaller pups (all other things
being equal) grow MUCH SLOWER than larger pups. It will be these smaller pups that you
are most likely to lose.
Once cut from the mother plant, (I use a serrated-edged
knife and try to avoid damage to the heel of the pup),
carefully remove dead leaves and leaf bases (that may be
just one or two) from the trunk of the pup in order to
stimulate the basal tissue and remove impediments to the
quick growth of roots. You may need forceps or tweezers to
do this effectively.
Then spray pups with an anti-transpirant (I use ENVY) at the
low-end of the dilution rate (use full-strength on plants you
are moving from shade house to sun in the yard). Pups dry
quickly and can then be potted, but don’t wet the leaves
when wetting the medium after potting, for at least five
hours as the ENVY needs time to ‘cure’ – establish a barrier
to excessive water loss while still allowing the pup to ‘breath’.
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Plant your pups high in the mix; stake them if
need be, with basal tissue (the level at which
leaf-bases meet the trunk and the level from
which both roots and pups grow) at the level
of the top of the mix, in order to increase your
chances of pup production and relatively quick
and easy pup removal. When pups (and
mature specimens too) are planted deeply,
you may often find that their pups are growing
amongst roots and successful removal may be
slow and difficult if root damage to the mother
plant is to be avoided.
As newly removed pups may be rootless or have only a rudimentary root system which may
have been damaged, even in the most careful of removals, you had better provide moisture
to the leaves by way of misting the plant regularly – I use a small trigger-sprayer. Best
results may require misting several times a day during hot weather and my newly potted
pups receive at least one misting of high Nitrogen soluble fertilizer each week.
The medium itself should be kept most and as the pup establishes, the soluble fertilizer
should replace watering of the mix, once a week, while maintaining foliar misting.
I have found that newly potted grass pups thrive when grown in bright shade for the first
six weeks and only then do they go into the shade house where they will have just a little
direct light at first and then more as they acclimatise.
I have found no better grass-pup growing medium, for the climate and the conditions in
which I grow, than a roughly 2:1 chopped sphagnum moss and Perlite mix and have found
that during Brisbane’s warmer months, with misting and graduated light exposure, a
healthy, rootless grass pup can grow a root system which will penetrate and envelop all the
medium in a three inch (7.5cm) pot in around eight weeks.

Judging School

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST

I would like to inform members that it is my intention to conduct B.S.I. Judges School Series
II commencing Sunday 21 February 2016. Schools will be held at 15 Royal Palm Drive,
Steiglitz.
Any member with questions on this ideal opportunity should contact Narelle Aizlewood on
(07) 55461 161 or 0418 193 62. This invitation extends to all members and any students or
judges who participated in School I and would like to join us.
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Billbergia

– Peter Waters

Billbergia consists of 66 species at the present time and is divided into two subgenera.
Subgenus Billbergia is the most common in cultivation and practically all species come
from Brazil with one also in Uruguay, Paraguay and Argentina, and one other in Central
America. Subgenus Helicodea is scattered throughout Central and South America. The
defining difference is in the petals. Helicodea is known as the ‘watchspring billbergias’
and the petals coil into a tight helicoid spiral during flowering and afterwards.
Named for Gustav Billberg, a Swedish botanist and first described in 1821, billbergias were
the first bromeliads to be cultivated in the United States with Billbergia pyramidalis leading
the way. Billbergias are usually epiphytic although some do grow terrestrially.
They are arguably the fastest growing of all bromeliads. Practically all are tall, tubular plants
with few leaves with the ability to store water for long periods because of the narrow
entrance which restricts evaporation. The inflorescences have pink or red scape bracts and
a variety of different coloured flowers. Usually pendulous with a few erect they are very
beautiful, but the drawback is that they are short-lived, lasting only one to two weeks.
Billbergias are very easy to hybridise and so the majority of plants found in collections
today are probably hybrids. Mainly because they tend to be more colourful and attractive,
but there are still some common species about although it is becoming more difficult to
identify them positively. Most of the hybrids have been created with parents of Billbergia
amoena, vittata, distachia, saundersii or euphemiae.
Many Billbergia species tend to be rather unexciting in
appearance and the interest in this genus was
somewhat lacking until Don Beadle came on the
scene. Originally from Texas he started to make
Billbergia hybrids because nobody else was doing that,
and he gradually built up a collection that attracted
more interest in the genus. After moving to Florida
and setting up a nursery in Venice he continued to
produce exciting plants using Billbergia ‘Domingos
Martins’ as one of the main parents. He eventually
retired and sold to Michael Kiehl who continued to
propagate and sell his Billbergia collection.
Cultivation requirements are simple. Good light and ventilation is essential and plenty of
water during the spring and summer. Fertilisation can help with offsets but be wary of too
much nitrogen as they can turn green and strappy almost overnight. While a few are quite
hardy, the majority don’t like frosts so are better under plastic or some cover during the
winter. Subgenus Billbergia are generally easier to grow in New Zealand. Helicodea are
more difficult as some of them come from equatorial countries and must have protection
from the cold.
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Billbergia amoena is common in New Zealand but is becoming confused with the many
hybrids of it. Leaf colour can vary greatly but the sepals and petals are green with mainly
blue tips. There are seven described varieties.
Billbergia amoena var rubra is now treated as a synonym of amoena var amoena as it only
differed by the red foliage, and this is now considered not a sufficient reason for varietal
status.
Billbergia amoena var viridis is so named because the petals and sepals are all green, but
the leaves are the most colourful of the species with spotting and banding. Also found here
are B. amoena var stolonifera, carnea and robertiana.
Billbergia vittata is quite variable in size and colour and can grow up to 1 metre tall. Often
olive-green with very spiny and silver-banded leaves and an inflorescence of showy red
bracts, reddish sepals and dark-blue and green petals. Many different clones are available,
perhaps the most interesting being ‘Domingos Martins’ which was discovered in Espirito
Santo by Bob Whitman in the 1980s. The stunning foliage of this clone revolutionised
Billbergia hybridising and has been responsible for a great proportion of the hybrids
available today. Another beautiful clone is Billbergia ‘Samba’ which has unusual mauvish
tubes with black spines and silver banding. Billbergia vittata can often be found labelled
Billbergia brasiliensis in New Zealand but this plant is entirely different.
Billbergia distachia is a medium sized scurfy plant with a pendent inflorescence of green
sepals and petals which may or may not have blue
tips depending on the variety of which there are
four. In var maculate the leaves are spotted white.
Billbergia saundersii is a tall very narrow tubular
plant with very showy flowers of red, green and
dark blue. The leaves are heavily spotted and
become pink in good light. It was formerly called
Billbergia chlorosticta and this name is still seen
today.
Another species Billbergia debilis is considered
synonymous with saundersii but does look
distinctly different in foliage form.
Billbergia leptopoda is a small plant with the habit
of the leaves curling back much like
Quesnelia ‘Tim Plowman’. It has green tubes with
yellowish spots and a pretty show when flowering.
Petals are yellowish-green with blue tips.
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Billbergia iridifolia is another small plant with as the name suggests, yellow petals.
Somewhat similar to leptopoda with a curl in the leaves. Red sepals and blue tips to the
petals make a nice combination.
Billbergia horrida is named for the large dark spines on the leaves and is a larger robust
plant. It has been used much in hybridising and is a parent of Billbergia ‘Muriel Waterman’
named after New Zealand’s first bromeliad grower. It has grey-green leaves with silver
bands and an erect inflorescence.
Billbergia horrida var tigrina differs in having reddish leaves. Billbergia sanderiana is a
largish squat green leaved plant with prominent black spine. The inflorescence is cascading
with large light pink bracts. It was often confused with Billbergia elegans which is
somewhat similar in form but with a much narrower tube and darker rose bracts.
Billbergia pyramidalis was the first into cultivation in 1815 and has been a favourite garden
plant since. Rather uninteresting foliage of plain green but has a stunning inflorescence of
red sepals and red tipped blue petals.
Billbergia pyramidalis var concolor has all red flowers.
Billbergia euphemiae is a stoloniferous medium vase shaped plant with pink bracts and blue
petals on a pendent inflorescence. This is the other parent of ‘Muriel Waterman’.
Billbergia alfonsi-joannis is a spectacular large green plant with heavily spined green leaves
and one of the largest inflorescences of the genus. Somewhat shy to flower in New Zealand
the scape bracts are large and rosy pink and the petals greenish yellow with violet tips.
Billbergia brasiliensis is in subgenus Billbergia but has a rather unusual contorted
inflorescence which suggests subgenus Helicodea. It has been thought that it may be a
hybrid of both subgenera. The flowers are very powdery beneath a rose-red scape and with
bright blue petals. The tube is narrow with pointed leaves which also look more like one of
the Helicodea.
Billbergia zebrina is a watchspring billbergia and is a robust plant up to a metre tall and a
striking pendent inflorescence with yellow petals and gold stamens. Like many of the
Helicodea the stem has a white powder appearance.
Billbergia rosea formerly known as Billbergia venezuelana also has a stunning inflorescence
but unfortunately as it comes from Venezuela it is difficult to cultivate in New Zealand and
is not often seen in flower.
Other species that may be found in New Zealand are Billbergia chlorantha, decora, elegans,
fosteriana, laxiflora, lietzei, lymanii, macrocalyx, manarae, meyeri, nana, pallidiflora,
porteana and stenopetala.
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lants of the Month
Members are encouraged to bring their specimens of these plants to the
applicable month's meeting for brag/show and tell. Plants do not have to be in flower.
We also grow for foliage!
September

Billbergia, Vriesea & any Succulent

October

Canistrum, Neoregelia, Nidularium & any Succulent

November

Any Bromeliad genera not previously featured & any Succulent.

We welcome these latest new & renewing members to our society. We hope you
enjoy your time with us and encourage your participation in your group!

Jim & Barb ADAMS, Val BENNETT, Gavin BRADEN, Carmon BURKE, Eveline & Christina
CHITRA, Jim COX, John CRAWFORD & Julie HEWETSON, Michael DAVIS, Elizabeth DAY, Keith
DEAN, Ruth DICKSON, Beverley DURRANT, Cynthia EARL, Alan & Roz ELDER, Norma FLEET,
Janette FOWLER, Ian & Jill GORDON, Viola HAMILTON, Karl HEARN & Noreen COLLEY,
Kathleen HENDERSON, John & Judy HODGKINSON, John & Glenda HODGSON, Jeanette
HENWOOD, Raewyn HOLLIDAY, Betty KUKULIES, Carole LANDON, Joe LEER, Russell
MALONEY, Roz McLEAN, Lisa MORLEY, Ilse MORRONE, Bobby POWELL, Wendy PERSKE,
Phil SARGENT, Harry & Ann SCHENK, Barbara STUTZ, Jen Van LEEUWEN, Brian WALLIS,
Shane WESTON, Gail YOUNG & Jan ZILM.

It is said that it’s the quiet ones you have to watch out for…
And this quiet one has the best & driest sense of humour
there is. Always good for a joke and always the perfect
gentleman, such a nice bloke. Congratulations Tommy
Dunbar on your recent 90 years young achievement.
Tommy is pictured here with his lovely wife and bromeliad
mentor to many, Gloria.
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Put Your Best Plants Forward
GCSBS Standards for a Popular Vote Competition:

Commences Sept 26th
General Meeting

 There will be two categories – Bromeliads & Succulents
 Only GCSBS financial members can enter competition plants
 Single/family memberships may enter a maximum of two (2) plants across both
categories - this can be both plants in one category or one in each
 There must be no member name or identifying marks on any entry plants
 Plants entered must have been owned by the exhibitor for at least 12 months
 Pots and potting mix are to be dry with tank bromeliads empty of water
 Entries close at the meeting opening time - usually 12 noon
 Any member or visitor can vote in the competition with one vote per person
 Voting will cease at the discretion of the GCSBS President
 First, second and third place recognition certificates will be awarded in each category
 An accredited Show Judge may speak to the meeting on entry plant. This is to help an
encourage entrants to prepare and show their plants – particularly as we aim towards
an Australian Conference in 2019.
 True Grant & Kathleen Henderson have volunteered to manage these events and True
Grant & Narelle Aizlewood, as accredited judges will discuss some of the entries from
a judge’s viewpoint. While ‘Put Your Best Plants Forward’ may not be conducted each
and every monthly meeting it will become a regular event at our meetings.

-

Sat 10th October

(Inaugural) Brisbane International Garden Show
( http://www.brisbanegardenshow.com.au )

Costs:
Members $40 Non-Members $45 - both includes show entry ($18 pp)
Pickup Points:
7:30am at Tugun, 7:50am at Carrara Community Centre and 8:10am at
Helensvale Community Centre. Please do NOT park near Halls so as to allow venue hirers to
utilise parking.
- Sat 7th November
2 x Gardens in the Lockyer Valley. Doug & Margaret Cross’s at Tallegulla with another lovely
garden nearby. (Doug spoke with us about Cryptanthus at a GCSBS meeting in 2014.)
Costs:
Members $25 Non-Members $30.
Pickup Points:
7:30am at Tugun, 7:50am at Carrara Community Centre and 8:10am at
Helensvale Community Centre. Please do NOT park near Halls so as to allow venue hirers to
utilise parking.
To book: add your name in the Event Bookings folder at the
Member Services Desk each meeting
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UPCOMING SHOPPING CENTRE DISPLAY & SALES’ EVENTS
 The Pines @ Elanora

OCTOBER - Thursday 8th, Friday 9th, Saturday 10th

 Springwood Mall

OCTOBER – Thursday 15th, Friday 16th

 Southport Park

NOVEMBER - Thursday 5th, Friday 6th, Saturday 7th

 Helensvale Plaza

DECEMBER - Thursday 10th, Friday 11th

Members with 3 or more months' membership can add their name to the list of sellers for any of
the above venues and dates. This register (Event Bookings) is available at the Member Services
Desk each monthly general meeting. Of course there are certain guidelines to be followed when
representing us at these venues. For more information please contact Glenda Hodgson.

The aims of the society are:
(A) To stimulate interest in the conservation, and to promote the culture and
development of succulents and bromeliads.
(B) To acquire and disseminate information regarding these plants and to
encourage their production and propagation.
(C) To ban totally from our collection any such plants which become noxious.
(D) To enlighten members and the public on the dangers of cultivating certain
noxious species.
(E) To give exhibitions, arrange field days, and other events, and to make such
publications as are deemed desirable.
(F) To associate, affiliate or otherwise join or connect ourselves with similar
bodies or societies.
(G) To make seeds and plants available to members under the control of the
Society.
(H) To foster family membership and members.
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